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Abstract
Gamified systems nurture an ulterior goal set by
their designers (e.g., a positive behavioral change).
Behavioral profiling allows understanding whether
users play as intended and reach such a goal. Analyzing
in-game behaviors can also highlight unexpected
interaction patterns or unengaged users. Current
logging systems can track and store any in-game
action. However, such high-dimensional data should
be carefully processed to retain relevant knowledge
while filtering unnecessary noise.
Analysts can
either aggregate data into a single data point per
player or maintain temporal information. This study
compares aggregated and temporal behavioral analysis
conducted on a gamified system, promoting sustainable
mobility (Play&Go). Results show how, in Play&Go,
aggregated analysis conveys information on long-term
winning strategies, whereas temporal analysis describes
short-term strategies.
Additionally, studying the
temporal evolution of players’ behaviors emphasizes a
sharp division among engaged and unengaged users.
We show how aggregated and temporal analysis hold a
complementary view of players’ experiences.

1.

Introduction

Gamified systems, in contrast to traditional games,
are characterized by an ulterior motive such as
educating users, performing crowdsourcing activities, or
promoting a positive behavioral change [1, 2]. Despite
the wide consensus gamification found and existent
successful examples, gamification can also have a
neutral, or even negative, effect on players [3]. This
variability can be explained by practitioners lacking
specific guidelines to achieve their goals. Instead, they
rely on theoretical and empirical knowledge. As a result,
designing gameful systems is far from being a linear
process, as external factors such as unexpected player
behavior may affect the system’s success. Hence, the
design process should be iterative and allow the system’s
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supervision and modification as it progresses [4, 5].
This raises the need to obtain knowledge regarding
players’ behaviors. Monitoring users interacting with
the system can help (1) detect and fix design faults (e.g.,
is the gamification ulterior motive being pursued?); (2)
moderate abnormal behaviors (e.g., cheaters); and (3)
characterize the population to personalize experiences.
Players’ datalogs can be analyzed towards this
end, since they are more easily accessible by game
masters (e.g., designers or domain experts) than direct
interactions with players such as interviews, focus
groups, or extensive observational studies. Datalogs,
however, are often noisy and not wholly reliable to
make inferences regarding player behavior [6]. Success
depends on using the appropriate methods [7, 8].
Game analytics and telemetry tracking represent a
considerable component of the process of analyzing
player behavior. The outcomes of behavioral analysis
can be exploited throughout the game’s life cycle
to evaluate players’ experiences, ensure fairness, and
perform predictive analysis [9]. However, when the goal
is to produce actionable design insights, an interpretable
visualization of the analysis outcomes is needed [9].
In many works on behavioral analysis [8, 5], players’
profiles were extracted from aggregated game datalogs.
Nevertheless, the dynamic nature of gameplay must be
acknowledged as well [10]. Players tend to change
their in-game behavior during their gameplay [9],
irrespectively of the game platform or genre. Therefore,
such behaviors need to be continuously monitored as
the gameplay advances [10]. On the other hand,
high-dimensional temporal data increases the likelihood
of having redundant, misleading, and noisy data, which
can risk obscuring the more relevant information [6].
It follows that, although temporal information does
improve the power of predictive models [11, 12, 13]
and players do vary their behavior throughout their
gameplay [9, 14], it is still obscure whether designers
can benefit from the analysis of such temporal data to
understand how players engage with the game.
Motivated by this discussion, in this work, we
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investigate the value of performing temporal analysis,
which can be costly to deploy and maintain in the
development cycle, against aggregated data analysis to
produce actionable outcomes for designers. In this
context, we define temporal analysis as using many
data points for each player, collected over time at
regular intervals. In contrast, in the aggregated analysis,
we use one single data point per player, averaging
all the activity recorded within the observation period.
Despite the literature reporting applications of both
approaches, there is yet, to the best of our knowledge,
no direct comparison between them in the same
gamified system. We performed Archetypal Analysis,
known to produce more interpretable results than
other clustering methods [10], on both aggregated
and temporal telemetry data to answer the following
question:
How does using aggregated or temporal analysis of
telemetry data affect the understanding of players’
in-game behaviors?
By answering this research question, we verify
whether each type of analysis can convey different
information on players’ gaming experience. This
work’s contribution is twofold. First, the systematical
comparison of the two approaches to data analysis
shows how short-term and long-term winning strategies
can differ.
Both strategies, however, provide
information on whether players’ behavior is in
alignment with the gamification goal. Second, we show
that temporal data analysis emphasizes behavioral shifts
and may provide additional knowledge on peculiar and
unengaged players.

2.

Background and Related Works

In the past decades, the use of gamification has
gained popularity in different domains to achieve
non-game-related goals via game mechanics [3].
However, gamification is not always successful,
as its effects highly depend on its context and
implementation [15]. Hence, research has focused on
improving the design of such systems to maximize
their success rate [16]. A gamified system’s success
is dictated by whether its goal is being pursued by
players while identifying and minimizing the occurrence
of negative effects such as churn [3].
Obtaining direct feedback from players to assess
a gameful system’s success is not always possible.
However, modeling their behavior using data collected
from their interaction with the system is a way for
designers to infer whether players are pursuing the
intended goal. Each player modeling approach involves
different challenges to obtain meaningful information

about player behavior [6, 5].
The most popular technique used to profile players is
clustering, which consists of finding groups of samples
with similar characteristics in a dataset [17, 18, 19].
Since clusters can be inspected and interpreted to
produce a human-readable description, the information
retrieved can be exploited to optimize the game’s
design [10]. In recent Games User Research works [20,
21, 22], researchers have extensively used Archetypal
Analysis, a soft-clustering method that, instead of
assigning each data point to a specific cluster, calculates
a likelihood or belongingness score of that element to be
in each cluster. This notion supports previous findings
stating that dominant types, represented by clusters,
cannot fully describe an individual. Instead, players are
a result of a combination of traits or factors [23].
While several studies have been conducted on
aggregated telemetry data (e.g., averaging data for the
whole duration of an experiment), a temporal view is
crucial to understand dynamic interactions better [24].
Previous work has found that players can belong to
different clusters in different stages of a game [14,
25], adding further support to the belief that player
profiles need to be iteratively updated for them to remain
useful [5]. Understanding the temporal aspects of
gameplay is also essential in analyzing how engagement
and frustration may vary over time through player
behavior [26]. However, in most cases, temporal
data is used to enhance the accuracy of prediction of
specific events or churn prediction [27, 28]. Despite
those models often being very accurate compared
to aggregated models, they are not human readable.
Thus, it is impossible for designers to be meaningfully
informed by their outcomes.
In summary, while recent research suggests that
temporal telemetry analysis can provide better results
than aggregated data, those results generally refer to
prediction models. However, there is no evidence
that temporal analysis holds different insights than
aggregated analysis for a gamified system’s general
design.

3.

Use Case Scenario

In this section, we present the gamified system used
to conduct the analyses: Play&Go. The choice of
using Play&Go data was motivated by the following:
Play&Go meets the description of a gamification
system, as an ulterior goal is fostered through symbolic
rewards while aiming to make behavioral change fun
and entertaining.
The gamified application is in
continuous development, so insights from player data
analysis can improve its future versions. Besides,
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the app is available on Mobile App Stores free to
download. Thus, there are no restrictions or selection
criteria for participants, except for them playing within
a specific geographic area. Moreover, participants gave
their consent for using their data towards analysis and
improvement. Finally, some of the authors participated
in the design of P&G. Therefore, our domain knowledge
of the platform and the environment, besides the
opportunity to analyze anonymized data collected in the
past are an advantage compared to using other games as
a use case scenario.
While the summary provided is rather brief and
outlines only information relevant to this paper, the
gamified system is documented in detail in existing
publications [29, 30].

3.1.

Play&Go

Play&Go [29, 30] is a gameful system active in the
Smart City of Trento (Italy) to elicit a positive behavioral
change in terms of sustainable mobility. The gamified
application is embedded in the city’s system, sponsored
by the municipality. Thus, the game is accessible to
every citizen in possession of a smartphone. At the
time of data collection for this study, players were
well distributed over their age range: 22% between
16 and 20 years old, 27% between 20 and 35 years
old, 31% between 35 and 50 years old, 18% between
50 and 70 years old, and 2% over 70 years old.
Almost half of the players (51%) identified as females,
and the remaining (49%) as males, none expressed
other preferences. Citizens can participate in 6-month
campaigns, recurring every year since 2016.
Players can track their movement within the city by
specifying the transportation means they used: bike, bus,
train, or walking. The validity of each trip is determined
through automatic recognition algorithms. Each valid
trip awards players ‘Green Leaf’ points, which vary
according to the route’s length and the environmental
sustainability of the transportation means used. The
gameplay is structured in weeks: the players’ week
performance is used to build the weekly leaderboard.
Players in the highest position are awarded physical
prizes. Alongside the weekly ranking, there is also
a global ranking, used at the end of the campaign
to determine the winners of special prizes. The
concept of weeks is recurring, in that players engage in
weekly challenges, which can either be single-player or
multiplayer (2 players). Single-player challenges can be
of three levels of difficulty (easy, medium, and hard),
computed upon players’ history and performances. A
single-player challenge is characterized by a target
(e.g., 5 Km) and the transportation means to be used

(e.g., Walk). General challenges also exist, where the
objective is expressed in the number of Green Leaf
points that have to be gained. If the player wins the
challenge before the end of the week, additional points
are awarded.
Play&Go also foresees unlockable features and
mechanics, as players level up. For instance, while
single-player challenges are automatically assigned to
novices, as they reach level 2, players can select their
challenge from a pool of 2 options. The options
vary in difficulty or type - i.e., transportation means.
Upon reaching level 3, the size of the pool of choices
increases to 3. Multiplayer challenges can be of
three kinds: competitive with a fixed target, where the
winner is whoever reaches the goal first; competitive
on players performance, where the winner is the
player who achieved more by the end of the week;
cooperative, where both players contribute towards
reaching a common goal. Multiplayer challenges, which
involve two players, are made available from level 4 to
level 6. Upon reaching every milestone, players can
decide which type of multiplayer challenge to unlock
first. Players can engage in multiplayer challenges
through an invitation system, in which they select the
type of multiplayer challenge, the type of transportation
means, and the opponent. The system automatically
computes the target and the prize according to the
players’ performance and the estimated difficulty. It
follows that the prize may vary between the two players,
since the challenge may be easier for one of them.
When an invite of a challenge is sent, the receiver can
either accept or refuse it. In case of acceptance, the
invitation is successful, and the challenge is assigned to
both players. Each week players have two challenges
assigned. The first is a single-player challenge assigned
to novices and can be chosen by more experienced
players, as mentioned above. The second challenge is
either another single-player challenge or a multiplayer
challenge, in case the players unlocked the multiplayer
mode and were involved in a successful invitation. To
prevent users from inviting them to a challenge, players
can add them to their blacklist, and, eventually, decide to
remove them in the future. Players need to complete the
choice of the two challenges, called the programming
phase, by each Friday for challenges to be active on
the next week (Saturday to Friday). When players can
choose between challenges but fail to do so, default
challenges are assigned.

3.2.

Dataset

We analyzed data from the gameplay of
Play&Go [29, 30] between November the 2nd,
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4.

Figure 1: Box plot representing the distribution of the
final level players achieved. The plot shows how players
achieving a level higher than Level 8 are outliers of the
population.

2019 and February the 28th, 2020, for a total of 17
weeks. We counted 425 players who performed at
least one game action (other than the registration). The
number of players retained in the gamified application
for longer than one week was 248. The number drops to
194 when considering players that reached at least level
2 of the game. For this study, we examined a subset of
those players whose maximum level was between 3 and
8. This sample resulted in 145 players. The rationale
is that we wanted to include players that had the
multiplayer mode available, which is unlocked at level
3. We also wanted to prevent the results from being
influenced by outliers, which, as shown in Figure 1,
were players having a final level higher than 8.
The selected 145 players, on average, participated in 11
game weeks (std = 5.2), over the 17 analyzed (Figure 2).
The distribution of the level of activity (Figure 2),
measured in the number of actions performed, is
skewed towards zero with a long right tail (min = 6,
mean = 166.5, std = 159, max = 844). The distribution
of the Green Leaf points (Figure 2) achieved per
week follows a similar trend, but the skewness and
the tail are much less pronounced (min = 139, mean
= 561, std = 271, max = 1.3k). Nevertheless, the
distribution of level presents a low variability (mean
= 5, std = 1.7). Ranking position is well distributed
among players (min = 5, 25% = 43, 50% = 70, 75%
= 95, max = 122). The features used to identify
the archetypes are the following: points obtained,
number of trips and kilometers per transportation
modality, the total number of game actions performed,
number of blacklist actions, the average difficulty of
the individual challenges, number of single-player
and multiplayer challenges, information on the types
and amount of invites sent and received, percentage
of accepted invites sent and received, percentage
of individual and multiplayer challenges won, and
percentage of challenges programmed (in contrast to
being automatically assigned).

Modeling Player Behaviors

The following section presents the analyses
performed on gameplay data to characterize players,
both used as aggregated and temporal data.
We employ Archetypal Analysis (AA) (See [31] for
more details) to produce clusters. AA is a soft clustering
method, meaning that it produces a description of each
data point as a combination of archetypes rather than
as part of a single cluster. AA finds the extreme points
representing the ‘archetypes’ in the dataset. As a result,
each data point - i.e., each player - is represented through
a series of belongingness scores, one for each archetype,
showing how representative each archetype is of the
player’s behavior. Thus, instead of profiling each player
by assigning them a single cluster, with AA players are
modeled through a combination of archetypes, moving
towards a trait-oriented approach.
Formally, AA is a matrix factorization technique that
produces compact and interpretable data representations
via the derived archetypes. Data points are described
in a coefficient matrix, indicating the data points’
belongingness ratios to each archetype.
Drachen et al. discuss how AA is more adequate
to produce interpretable representations of player types
than other widely used clustering algorithms, such as
k-means clustering or PCA [10].
In the aggregated dataset, each entry represents a
player, while the temporal dataset is divided into weeks
- a concept highly tied to the game itself. Each row
represents a player behavior within each week of their
gameplay. The dataset contains players that have a level
between 3 and 8. The features used are the same in both
cases, as described in the previous sections.
Following the methodology of related research [20,
21, 22], we present an interpretation of the clusters
(or archetypes) identified by the algorithms. The
gamified system designers have also been consulted
to validate the cluster interpretation exploiting their
domain knowledge.

4.1.

Aggregated Analysis

As typically done in clustering analysis, we selected
the number of clusters using the ‘elbow’ method. It
consists of running the algorithm with different values
for k and plotting each of these values against a
performance metric to identify an ’elbow’ in the curve
visually. The metric’s value does not change drastically
beyond this point. Figure 3 displays two elbows: for 2
and 6 archetypes. Since the use of 2 archetypes results
in groups of active and non-active players, we selected
6 archetypes. We refer to this set as A. A description of
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Figure 2: Activity distribution in the selected sample of users .

A4: Average Full-feature. They are quite active, and
they intensively use all the available transport modes.
They sometimes program their challenges, which are
between a medium and a hard difficulty level. They
do not always win them. They are also active in the
invitation systems, despite being receivers rather than
senders of challenge invites. They prefer cooperation
to competition, but the percentage of won challenges
is low.
Figure 3: RSS using a different number of archetypes
for the aggregated analysis.

the archetypes follows.
A1: Ghost.
nonexistent.

Their level of activity is almost

A2: Hostile. They are multimodal travelers, with
no evident preference. They tend to program a few
challenges, with a medium difficulty, which are rarely
won. They show an anomalously high number of
actions on the blacklist. They also received a few
cooperative invites, a low percentage of those were
accepted. The multiplayer challenges were never won.
A3: Loser. They are quite active in terms of the
number of actions performed. They are multimodal,
with a high preference towards the bus and walking,
and have tried both the challenge programming
mechanism and the invitation systems on a small
scale. Their single-player challenges are tendentially
easy but are never won.

A5: Sporadic User. They show a low level of
activity and little to none interactions with other users
(challenge invites). They mostly walk or use the bus.
They programmed a few single-player challenges,
with medium difficulty, and won them almost half of
the time.
A6: Green Socializer.
They are quite active
in the game, with a strong preference for green
transportation means walking and biking. They tend
to program single-player challenges, usually between
a medium and hard difficulty level and won most of
them. They tend to send invites rather than receiving
them. They prefer cooperation to competition.
The top of Figure 4 shows the distribution of the
belongingness scores for each aggregated archetype
over the 145 players. We can observe a predominance
of the Ghost archetype, followed by the Sporadic
User archetype. We can also observe that the Hostile
archetype, in comparison to the others, is scarcely
populated. Finally, Figure 4 shows how the more active
archetypes present similar distributions.
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Figure 5: RSS using a different number of archetypes
for the temporal analysis.

this set as T . A description of the archetypes follows.
T1: Wannabe Competitive Achiever. They are quite
active multimodal players, with a preference for green
transportation (bike and walk). They always program
hard challenges. Challenges are won half of the
time. They also engage in multiplayer challenges.
Although they send competitive invites, they receive
only cooperative invites, which are always accepted.

Figure 4: Scatter plot of the belongingness scores of
the aggregated and temporal archetypes. The vertices
represent the archetypes, while the dots represent the
players. The closer the dot is to a vertex the higher
the value for that archetype. The color of the dot is
determined by the dominant archetype value.

4.2.

Temporal Analysis

Temporal archetypes describe in-game behaviors
occurring within a week. They were built using a dataset
where each entry represents the players’ weekly activity.
To avoid introducing data dependency resulting from
having several weeks for each player, we initially used a
subset of one week of data with one entry for each player
to identify the number of archetypes. In particular, we
considered the week with the highest number of active
players (to have similar environmental conditions). We
chose week 5 with 104 players. Then, we computed the
belongingness scores for every excluded entry according
to the definition of the archetypes found.
As with the aggregated analysis (Figure 5), we found
two elbows, corresponding to 2 and 7 archetypes. We
choose 7 archetypes for the same reason. We refer to

T2: Sporadic Social User. Their activity level is
shallow. They sometimes program challenges, but
they usually lose them. They receive few invites
(both cooperative and competitive), which are rarely
accepted. Their win rate for multiplayer challenges is
low.
T3: Ghost.
nonexistent.

Their level of activity is almost

T4: Average User. They have a moderate level of
activity. They are multimodal, with a preference
for walking and bus. They program a few easy
challenges, which are seldom won. They also receive
few invites (both cooperative and competitive), rarely
accepted. Their win rate of multiplayer challenges is
meager.
T5:
Social Initiator.
They are moderately
active multimodal players, with a preference for
walking. They often program the challenges with
medium-to-hard difficulty. They have a good win
ratio. They are almost always involved in multiplayer
challenges, where they are the initiators. They have
a very high acceptance rate to multiplayer challenges,
although the win ratio is medium to low.
T6: Green Loner. Those players are moderately
active. They have a strong tendency towards green
transportation means. They tend to program medium
to hard challenges, which are always won. They have
no interaction with the invitation system.
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Figure 6: Heatmap of the correlation among the two
sets of archetypes. The image overlays all the images
of the 17 analyses. White cells represent values non
statistically significant (p-value>.05). The p-values are
corrected through the Benjamini-Hochberg method.

T7: Just Enough. Those players have a low activity
level. They mostly walk or use the bus. They seldom
program challenges, which are usually easy. However,
their win rate is perfect. They have no interaction with
the invitation system.
We also computed the belongingness score for the
entries excluded (all the entries available per player).
This led to a sample of 1590 entries for 145 players.
The bottom of Figure 4 shows the belongingness
scores distribution for each temporal archetype over the
145 players and the 1590 entries. As in the aggregated
archetypes, we can observe a predominance of the Ghost
archetype. However, in contrast to the aggregated set,
the more active archetypes are visibly more populated.
We can also clearly see that the least dense archetype is
the Wannabe Competitive Achiever, which represents a
small slice of our population. Finally, Figure 4 shows
that most of the data points are located in the middle of
the figure, which means that a single archetype hardly
characterizes most of the players.

4.3.

Comparing Aggregated and Temporal
Analysis

In this section we present a comparison of the
sets A = {A1 , A2 , A3 , A5 , A6 }, obtained with the
aggregated analysis, and T = {T1 , T2 , T3 , T5 , T6 , T7 }
with temporal analysis, to better understand the
divergence of information they retrieve, if any. We did
so by researching the correlations among the two groups

of archetypes. Since the scores that the users obtained
were not normally distributed, we used Kendall’s τ ,
being the best estimate for non-parametric data [32]. We
used the Gilpin’s correspondence table [33] to interpret
Kendall’s τ effect size according to the approximate
Pearson’s r equivalent. A value of τ = 0.20 is considered
a small effect, τ = 0.34 is considered a medium effect,
while τ = 0.50 is considered a large effect.
We looked for correlations to understand whether
and to what extent A and T were a different
representation of the same concepts.
To avoid
dependency on the data, resulting from having multiple
entries for the same player, we retrieved data from 1
week for the temporal data. We repeated the correlation
analysis iterating on each week to rule out the possibility
of the results being due to casualty. Then, we compared
the outcome of the 17 - i.e., number of gameplay weeks
- analyses. To treat multiple correlations, we used the
Benjamini-Hochberg correction [34].
Figure 61 shows the resulting correlation heatmap.
We observed how the low-activity archetypes in the two
representations correlated (Ghost (A1, T3) and Sporadic
User(A5, T2)). We also found how some specific
archetypes existed in one representation and were
completely absent in the other. For instance, the Hostile
(A2) aggregated archetype was uncorrelated to the
temporal archetypes, and the Green Loner (T6) and Just
Enough (T7) temporal archetypes showed no positive
correlations to the aggregated archetypes. Finally,
some aggregated archetypes appeared to be, to some
extent, the combination of two temporal archetypes:
Green Socializer (A6) positively correlates to Wannabe
Competitive Achiever (T1) and Social Initiator (T5). In
contrast, Average Full-feature (A4) positively correlates
to Wannabe Competitive Achiever (T1) and Sporadic
Social User (T2). Therefore, although both sets of
archetypes are related, they also provide a specific view
of some aspects of the gameplay, which we will further
investigate in the following sections.

5.

Winning (or Losing) Behaviors

This section identifies emergent winning strategies
by analyzing the best performing players’ archetypes
in contrast to the worst-performing players. The
purpose of this is twofold.
Firstly, we want to
compare the outcomes of aggregated and temporal
analysis. Secondly, we want to discover whether evident
unbalances in the game mechanics exist by studying
how winners behaved. Figure 7 shows how The
belongingness scores of player archetypes correlate to
1 The colors of the heatmap scale have been chosen to be
color-blind friendly for accessibility reasons.
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Figure 7: Heatmap of the correlation among the set of archetypes and the position in the weekly and global rankings.
White cells represent values non statistically significant (p-value > .05).

Figure 8: Graph of transitions among archetypes.

their position in both the weekly (on the left) and the
global (on the right) leaderboards.
In the aggregated analysis, we found that the Average
full-feature (A4) and the Green Socializer (A6)
archetypes were higher in the weekly rankings (with a
correlation of -0.3 and -0.38 respectively). However,
when looking at the global ranking, it is evident how
players with a higher belongingness score for Green
Socializer (A6) dominated the leaderboard (-0.52).
In the temporal analysis, we found that the Social
Initiator (T5) and the Green Loner (T1) archetypes were
higher in the weekly ranking (both with a correlation of
-0.29). The correlations remain similar when analyzing
the position in the global ranking.
In summary, aggregated archetypes gave a clearer view
of the successful behaviors in the long term, which
brought players to the top of the global leaderboard.

6.

Transitions Between Archetypes

In this section, we investigate how players’ behavior
varies throughout their gameplay. For simplicity, we
consider dominant archetypes for each player each
week, as we are interested in researching the existence

of recurrent transitions among archetypes. In other
words, we studied whether some behavior transitions are
more frequent than others to unravel more insights on
how players interact with the gamified systems.
To model the transitions, we used a directed
weighted graph (Figure 8), where the nodes are the
temporal archetypes, and the edges represent a transition
from an archetype X to an archetype Y. The weight of
each edge represents how many times that transition
occurred among players. In the graph presented in
Figure 8, the size of the nodes is proportional to their
weighted in-degree value, and the thickness of the
edges increases with its weight. The nodes’ colors
show how the graph is divided into two communities,
computed according to the strength of the ties they
are involved in (modularity). From the division in
communities, we observed how the archetypes were
divided into two communities: one composed by T1
(Wannabe Competitive Achiever), T6 (Green Loner),
and T5 (Social Initiator), and the other by T3 (Ghost),
T7 (Just Enough), T4 (Average User), and T2 (Sporadic
Social User) in the other. This suggests that, in most
cases, players tend to maintain their level of engagement
throughout the game. In other words, the game succeeds
in keeping engaged the portion of interested users, while
it lacks mechanisms to increase the participation of users
not particularly invested in it.

7.

Results and Discussion

By comparing the archetype representations of
aggregated (A) and temporal (T ) player data through
correlation analysis, we found an overlap for what
concerns low-activity archetypes. Despite this overlap,
aggregated and temporal analysis also provided specific
views on the most active users. For instance, temporal
archetype analysis produced the Wannabe Competitive
Achiever (T1), showing how some players try to engage
in multiplayer challenges but have difficulty finding
a match. Whereas, from the aggregated analysis, it
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appears that most of the population dislikes competitive
challenges.
Then, to compare the strategies that are rewarding in
the short term (within each week) and the strategies
useful in the long run (Figure 7), we used both
the weekly and the global leaderboards. We found
that, in both sets of archetypes (A and T ), the
position on the leaderboard was related to the users’
belongingness score in the low and high activity
archetypes. Players with higher belongingness scores
in high-activity archetypes assumed a higher position
in the rankings and vice-versa. In the aggregated
archetypes, we also observed how A6 showed a very
high positive correlation ( .6) in the global leaderboard.
None of the archetypes in the temporal analysis showed
a similarly strong correlation in the weekly or the global
leaderboard. This highlights how (1) the archetype A6
(Green Socializer) represents a good strategy in the
long term, and (2) aggregated analysis provides a better
view on which are the behaviors that bring the players
to succeed in the long run. In this specific context,
the outcome suggests how players focused on green
transportation means and involved in both single and
multiplayer challenges were rewarded more than others,
which is desirable for a system promoting sustainable
transportation behaviors.
We also investigated the transitions among archetypes
(T ) to understand how players oscillated between
them. This analysis outlined a sharp division between
archetypes with low and high activity by applying
community detection algorithms. This highlights a
fault in the game, as it is unlikely for users to shift
from low activity to a high activity level. Instead,
a more consistent shift among archetypes indicating
different activity levels would be desirable, as it would
be acceptable for players to oscillate among less active
periods. On the contrary, our analysis outlines a group
of users who never fully engage in the game, maybe due
to specific preferences not met in its design.

7.1.

Limitations

The main limitation of this study lies in its sample
size. While retrieving data from a real gamified
system is a benefit, in contrast to a controlled study,
the number of users eligible for the study - i.e., that
played for long enough - is limited. In addition,
although our observations are context-independent,
the analyses are conducted on data obtained from a
single gamified app. Hence, the generalizability of
the findings to other application domains should be
further investigated. Lastly, despite using a method
that produces more interpretable results (AA) than

mainstream approaches (e.g., k-means), this process
still needs a human-in-the-loop to analyze and interpret
the results. Nevertheless, this step is necessary for
interpretability’s sake of the final results and potential
feedback to improve its design.

8.

Conclusions and Future Works

In this work, we compared two types of behavioral
analysis using aggregated and temporal data in a
gamified environment. Although previous studies found
that using temporal data is advantageous in predictive
analysis, descriptive and exploratory behavioral analysis
still relies only on aggregated data. To the best of our
knowledge, an actual comparison between the two
approaches on the same data to obtain human-readable
and actionable information has not been made.
Our findings show that both aggregated and temporal
analyses are needed to understand the dynamics
occurring within the system. The aggregated analysis
provides a global overview and the strategies that give
the highest rewards in the long term, bringing the
players at the top of the ranking. Temporal analysis
is useful for detecting short-term rewarding behaviors.
The temporal analysis allows identifying abnormal
behaviors representing players’ specific needs as well.
Therefore, employing one method rather than the other
depends on whether the designer needs low-lever or
high-level insights. The aggregated analysis may be
enough to understand whether the ulterior motive is
ultimately pursued. However, the temporal analysis
provides low-level information and can highlight design
faults that might be overlooked otherwise.
In future works, we will perform more thorough
analyses on the transitions between archetypes,
considering all belongingness scores instead of the
dominant archetype only. Moreover, we will move
towards a players-centric approach, going in-depth
on individual gameplay to study and visualize each
player’s gameplay’s evolution to assist designers further
while detecting general design issues.
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